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BACKGROUND

L-asparaginase (ASNase) is an integral component of chemotherapy for acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) in children and adults. ASNase is an enzyme, usually derived from the bacteria E.
coli, that hydrolyzes asparagine (ASN) to aspartic acid (ASP). This lowers the plasma levels of
ASN required for protein synthesis. Eryaspase is an ASNase encapsulated in human red blood
cells (RBCs) following an automated process based on successive hypotonic and hypertonic
stresses inducing cell swelling, enzyme incorporation and pores resealing. A surrogate product
(mouse eryaspase) is used to perform non clinical studies due to interspecies incompatibilities.
The product contains an extracellular ASNase fraction (≤2% or ≤8% for human (eryaspase) and
mouse products (m-eryaspase), respectively). The encapsulation process greatly improves the
PK/PD properties of ASNase and permits to eryaspase product acts as bioreactor, the ASN
degradation directly occuring inside RBCs.
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IN VIVO RESULTS

§ Pharmacokinetic (PK) of mouse eryaspase (m-eryaspase) in presence or
absence of nAbs via the monitoring of ASNase activity in mouse whole
blood

IN VITRO METHODOLOGY & DESIGN
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IN VITRO RESULTS
Figure 2 : pharmacokinetic profiling of m-eryaspase ± nAbs

Same PK profiling for m-eryaspase ± anti-ASNase antibodies

§ Plasma ASNase activity in presence or absence of nAbs
Figure 1 : eryaspase product (ASNase loaded in RBCs)

Following infusion of eryaspase, ASN is actively transported into RBCs where it is hydrolyzed by
the encapsulated ASNase. An open-label Phase 2/3 clinical study in 80 children and adults with
relapsed or refractory ALL assessed the safety and efficacy of eryaspase compared with native
ASNase. Results showed prolonged ASNase activity for eryaspase compared to free ASNase.
This prolongation activity is believed to be attributable to the intracellular ASNase.

OBJECTIVES

Figure 5 : inhibition of free ASNase provided by eryaspase in vitro

Complete inhibition until 2 hours of incubation at 37°C; loss of efficacy after 4 hours of incubation

CONCLUSION
Figure 3 : plasma ASNase activity of m-eryaspase ± nAbs

The aim was to investigate the mechanism of action (MoA) of eryaspase using
neutralizing anti-ASNase antibodies (nAbs) to silence extracellular part of eryaspase in
order to:
§ Evaluate the hypothesis that ASNase activity of eryaspase is protected against
degradation by encapsulation.
§ Elucidate the relative contribution of the intracellular and the extracellular ASNase to
the depletion of ASN to low or undetectable levels.

Complete inhibition of extracellular ASNase provided by m-eryaspase mainly for short
time after administration (<24h)

§ Pharmacodynamic (PD) of m-eryaspase in presence or absence of nAbs
via the monitoring of ASN concentrations in mouse plasma

IN VIVO METHODOLOGY & DESIGN

Figure 4 : pharmacodynamic profiling of m-eryaspase ± nAbs (normalized value for ASN depletion)
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§ Even if a loss of ASN depletion (not significant; p-value >0,05) occured in presence of nAbs
(due to the absence of extracellular ASNase fraction), comparable PD profiling for meryaspase ± anti-ASNase antibodies with more than 70% of ASN depletion were obtained until
9 days. Similar levels of ASN were obtained in previous study until 19 days in absence of
antibodies.
§ Keeping significant ASN depletion with neutralization of extracellular part of m-eryaspase thus
revealing that the predominant active compartment is intracellular for m-eryapase product.

Protection of ASNase by RBCs entrapment allows an increased half-life of the enzyme
and, consequently, a much longer plasma ASN depletion.
The results obtained showed a perfect correlation between the encapsulated ASNase
activity and the plasma ASN depletion, in presence or not of neutralizing factors of
enzyme activity. This correlation was observed during 9 days. In previous study, similar
levels of ASN depletion were observed and maintained up to 19 days (in absence of
antibodies).
To resume:
§ In presence of neutralizing factors of ASNase activity, m-eryaspase bears the same
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties than in absence.
§ The predominant active component is intracellular due to the observation of a
sustained ASN depletion (more than 70%) with a complete neutralization of the
extracellular part of ASNase provided by m-eryaspase.

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

This key finding regarding mechanism of action (MoA) of eryaspase product constitutes
a new efficient tool to support further development of a potency assay in vitro using
human product i.e. eryaspase (ongoing studies). As we have demonstrated that we are
able to fully inhibit extracellular ASNase activity of eryaspase, we could justify
pharmacodynamic (PD) efficacy (ASN depletion) with main contribution from
intracellular component i.e. encaspulated ASNase.

